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Barloworld Logistics is part of the Barloworld Group
recognised worldwide for offering flexible, value-adding,
integrated business solutions to customers backed by
leading global brands such as Caterpillar, Hyster, Avis, Audi,
BMW, Ford, General Motors, Mercedes-Benz, Toyota, and
others. Founded in 1902, Barloworld now operates in 22
countries around the world. With a proven track record of
long-term relationships with global principals and customers,
Barloworld is equipped to develop and grow businesses in
multiple geographies, including challenging territories
with high growth prospects.

IT’S THE WAY
WE CONNECT
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At Barloworld Logistics our
goal is to deliver smart supply
chain solutions that are reliable,
improve your bottom line and
contribute to the success of your
business. We understand that
excellent supply chain solutions
form the very backbone of
economies and companies in
South Africa and worldwide.
Given the ever changing business

landscape with dynamic demands,
we have the foresight to develop
smart supply chain solutions
that enable you to always remain
ahead and achieve a strong
competitive advantage. From
managing small, just in time
deliveries to complex multi-modal
models and large international
shipments, our experienced
dedicated people and the way we

connect makes all the difference.
The way we connect with your
business and with your people
enables us to establish smart
partnerships with all stakeholders
to ensure your individually
tailored and innovative solutions
are sustainable. This is what
makes Barloworld Logistics a
leading local and global supply
chain services provider.
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PASSION
FUELS WHAT
WE DO

Designing customised supply
chain solutions is just the
beginning. Our team works
with your team to implement a
personalised and effective solution
with no compromise on quality
or reliability. Our teams form an
extension of your business, from
gaining a full understanding of
your challenges to concept, design

and the on-going management of
your supply chain where honest
commitment, optimisation and
collaboration form the foundation
of every partnership.

considering each and every
stage of your valuable assets,
developing sustainable
connections between people and
technology to form our entire
supply chain network.

Our personalised and innovative
solutions are developed from
a wealth of experience and
invaluable expertise, carefully
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INNOVATION SITS
AT THE HEART OF
OUR SOLUTIONS

SERVICES

From mining and manufacturing to clothes, cars and food, Barloworld Logistics is all
about delivering the right product, to the right place, at the right time, at the right price.

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Simply put, we’re in the business of supply chains and supply chains are integral to
every single business in the world.
Through our holistic approach and original thinking, we design and manage
performance based supply chains that are dynamic, adaptable, responsive and
visible. We’re inspired and committed to co-creating smart opportunities that benefit
the environment and communities in which we operate.
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The smarter the supply chain, the smarter the business, the greater the growth.
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WAREHOUSING
SOLUTIONS

TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS

We design, manage and operate warehousing and distribution solutions tailored to
deliver bottom line benefits. Big or small, creating tailored seamless solutions that
benefit your business with optimal efficiencies are our ultimate goal. Designed for
today with tomorrow in mind, our warehousing solutions include an extensive range
of services fit for smart businesses.

Barloworld Transport offers a range of flexible, sustainable transport solutions
for companies across sub-Saharan Africa. Placing strong emphasis on safety, risk
management, sector specialisation and operational excellence, we are committed
to exceeding your transport expectations, every time.
With an exemplary track record in operating large complex fleets, Barloworld
Transport has the size, strength and expertise to deliver flexible, optimised and
sustainable transport solutions. Our variety of services include dedicated, line haul,
cross-border, fuel, chemical and gas, timber, project cargo, abnormal loads and
cold chain as well as other specialised services.
The Barloworld Transport network comprises 38 depots across southern Africa,
a fleet of over 100 vehicles powered by more than 3 100 passionate employees
with one mission - to deliver smart transport solutions that add real value to
your supply chain.

TRANSPORT
MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Our managed transport solution not only reduces costs and risk but increases
supply chain integration, service levels, visibility and flexibility. By combining
route optimisation, supplier procurement, transport expertise and business
intelligence with dedicated management processes, we transform your network
into a competitive advantage.
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RAIL SUPPLY CHAIN
SOLUTIONS

Barloworld Logistics’ passion for rail stems from our conviction that each transport
mode plays a specific role in the supply chain.
Through the deployment of leading-edge technologies and operational expertise at
key nodal points, Barloworld Logistics manages all aspects of the rail value chain,
providing visibility, and successfully delivering the benefits of rail transportation in a
world where customers demand door-to-door logistics solutions.

FREIGHT FORWARDING
SOLUTIONS

We believe the supply chain is a key enabler of a successful business strategy, while
a smart freight forwarding solution is a key driver of a successful supply chain.
With operations and agents around the world, we have an established freight
network along global trading routes. Coupled with our comprehensive understanding
of local and international markets, customs requirements and excise laws, we move
our clients’ goods around the world on time, on target and on budget.

ENVIRONMENTAL
SOLUTIONS

With a passion for sustainable environmental solutions and aiding the process
of zero waste to landfill, SmartMatta thinks differently and pushes the boundaries
with skill and expertise by integrating, optimising, measuring and reporting on
environmental aspects within your business, furthering the development of a
circular economy.

PEOPLE ARE THE
LINKS IN OUR CHAIN
OF SUPPLY
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TEMPERATURE
CONTROLLED SOLUTIONS

Specialising in time and temperature sensitive goods that require absolute product
integrity, Barloworld Logistics offers a rapid delivery route-to-market for clients.
Our temperature controlled service offering includes:
• Established presence in
forecourts and general trade
• National network
• Local knowledge
• Industry expertise
• Flexible and agile services
• Short lead time
• High frequency
• Quick turnaround

SUPPLY CHAIN
PLANNING SOLUTIONS

Supply Chain Planning Solutions (SCPS) combines the right software, expertise
and methodologies to optimise and enhance our clients’ network, transport and
inventory performance.
As the LLamasoft sales, implementation and support partner for Africa and the Middle
East, we have access to the full suite of LLamasoft software products, including
Supply Chain Guru (SCG), CAST, Optimiza, Data Guru and Supply Chain Visibility.

STRATEGY AND
ADVISORY

Equipping you with the big picture, using a variety of tools, scenario planning, smart
methodologies and sophisticated modelling, we identify profitable opportunities
enabling you to achieve operational efficiency.
Using a variety of tools and methodologies, including sophisticated modelling and
scenario planning, we apply our analytical skills to uncover potential complications
and profitable prospects.
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CONTACT

HEAD OFFICE
Johannesburg, South Africa
Barlow Park,
180 Katherine Street, Sandton
T: +27 11 445 1600
E-mail: enquiries@bwlog.com
INTERNATIONAL OFFICES
Middle East
Barloworld Logistics LLC
Warehouse 2, Jebel Ali Free Zone
P.O. Box 50177
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
T: +971 4 881 9595
F: +971 4 881 9400
E-mail: info@bwlog.ae
www.barloworld-logistics.com

